SG Conformity Minutes 
11/25/09 11am PT 

	Roll Call 
	Identify the scribe: Zahra Makoui
	Review Charter
	The charter sets the overall guidelines for our overall scope but the task groups will define the details. 
	Recommendations to the charter are captured in the action items below


	Kick off of Edge Conformance, Security Conformance, AMI Enterprise  
	Write scope and charter
	Write a work plan and submit it to SG Conformity (keep the detailed work plan in the task group)
	SG Conformity Work plan: Our goal is that the work plan maps to the NIST conformance group once it is formed. Our work plan might be much more detailed than theirs but our desire is to be useful to that team.  



Action items 


	[Charter] Zahra to add the link to QAP to the document: (completed)

http://www.ucaiug.org/org/TechnicalO/Testing/UCAIug%20Testing%20Quality%20Assurance%20Program/Current%20IEC%2061850%20Testing%20Procedures/8Mar2007QAPVer2_6.doc" http://www.ucaiug.org/org/TechnicalO/Testing/UCAIug%20Testing%20Quality%20Assurance%20Program/Current%20IEC%2061850%20Testing%20Procedures/8Mar2007QAPVer2_6.doc 

and 

http://www.ucaiug.org/org/TechnicalO/Testing/UCAIug%20Testing%20Quality%20Assurance%20Program/Current%20IEC%2061850%20Testing%20Procedures/2008_July_15_QAP_IEC61850_Addendum_V1_3.pdf" http://www.ucaiug.org/org/TechnicalO/Testing/UCAIug%20Testing%20Quality%20Assurance%20Program/Current%20IEC%2061850%20Testing%20Procedures/2008_July_15_QAP_IEC61850_Addendum_V1_3.pdf   

	[Charter] Zahra to remove the names of the chairs of task groups from the charter (completed) 
	[Charter] Zahra to add a guiding principle for a utility chair and non-utility chair and guiding items on the election of the secretary: the task group can choose to have a secretary or have the vice chair act as secretary (completed)
	[Charter] Zahra change utilisec to sg security (completed)
	[Charter] change the word task force to task group (completed)
	[Charter] make sure the definition of a meeting includes “web and teleconference” participation (completed)
	Phil beecher will appoint a vice chair (non-utility representative): position is open
	Randy Lowe to write a 1-2 page scoping document for Enterprise Conformance. 
	[Charter] Zahra make sure the “vote” is also part of the “attendance” requirement (completed)
	[Charter] Zahra to change the reference to section 11.2 (completed)
	[Charter] Zahra to add preferably for f2f: 30days notice but officially no less than 14 days. (completed)
	Sandy/Bobby agreed to work on a high-level task list for security starting with (possibly pared-down) use cases
	Bruce agreed to create a conformity work plan aligned with NIST PAP goals





